LILY POND

50 GUESTS

Choose this hidden gem for your wedding, just a stones throw from the Conservatory and the crowds. This beautiful garden is a historic part of Como Park and will be sure to provide a beautiful backdrop for your wedding!

CEREMONY FEES

60 MINUTES

- $300  Monday - Thursday
- $400  Friday
- $450  Saturday
- $400  Sunday

CEREMONY TIMES

MAY - SEPTEMBER

This space may be rented between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

CONTACT

COMO WEDDINGS

comoweddings@ci.stpaul.mn.us
651-487-8250

WWW.COMOZOOCONSERVATORY.ORG/CATEGORY/COMO-WEDDINGS
You have the garden for one hour including set-up, ceremony, photos and take-down.

There are no refunds if the weather doesn’t cooperate on the day of your wedding. It is common practice to either wait out the weather (within your time block) or ask guests to bring the appropriate weather gear (umbrella, sunscreen, warm clothing...)

If your reception is on campus, you could utilize that space as a backup for your ceremony, but the space will be set up for the reception and the wedding would need to take place during the booked reception time.

You may rent up to 50 white folding plastic chairs from us. Chairs rental is $8 per chair including set-up and take-down. You can also rent chair on your own.

There is no access to power at this garden. You may bring your own sound system or you can rent from us. Our system includes one cored microphone, blue-tooth capability and a port for an auxiliary or lighting adapter. The fee is $100.

When requested, we will provide you with a table for a guest book or unity candle.

Bathrooms are provided inside the conservatory near the Palm Dome. The rest of the conservatory will be locked.